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What is Listening 

“Listening is an active purposeful processing of  

making sense of what we hear” (Helgesen, 2003-p.24)  

 

Also:  

• constructing meaning 

• understanding speech 

• active process of selecting and interpreting  

  information 
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The situation and context 

Background knowledge 

Topic 

Auditory and visual cues 
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Audio Input Listening Hearing When can L 
be H? 

Alarm 

Weather 
Report 

Gun shot 

Thunder 

Breaking 
News 

Lecture  

Directions 
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Listening to a Shakespeare play we 
put an effort into trying to 
understand 

what is going on and we  
can understand most of  
the dialect; however, we  
are unable to reproduce  
the dialect in our own conversation. 
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Making Sense of What We Hear 
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Content Schema 

 Knowledge about the 
topic 

 

 Knowledge gained 
from life experiences  

 

 Cultural Knowledge 

Textual Schema 

 Knowledge of language 
and content used in a 
particular situation. 

 

 The need to consider 
context and register.  
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1) 
A.It’s a doggy doggy world. 
B. It’s a dog eat dog world. 
 
2) 
A.It’s a blessing in disguise. 
B. It’s a blessing in the skies. 
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• To achieve a balance of  Top-down 

processing and Bottom-up processing. 

•Activate Schemata 

•Move toward Interactive Processing 
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 Not real world –In the real world we have a 
reason to listen 

 *Therefore listening tasks should be meaningful 

 Not understanding vs. forgetting while doing 
the  

     listening comprehension questions 

 Global Listening – Listen for gist 

 Listening for Specific Information 

 Listening for Inferences  
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 Keep the task simple 

 Choosing specific info after anticipation 
exercise is easier than listening for a lot of 
info 

 Since listening is a receptive skill learners  

   responses should not be overly complicated 

 Keep it meaningful 

 Comprehensible input 
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 Looking at pictures allows Ss to  
   activate their schemata  
   (comprehensible input) 
 Doing pair work with pictures  
   encourages interaction 
 Builds background knowledge 
through  

   sharing of ideas 
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The best post-listening should be preparation for  

the next lesson because it will: 

•Build background knowledge (Content Schema) 

•Build vocabulary (Textual Schema) 

•Establish Continuity 

•Keep It Meaningful 
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 http://www.breakingnewsenglish.com/ 

 http://www.esl-lab.com/ 
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1.How does teaching listening to children differ 
from teaching listening to adults? 

 

2)What considerations does a teacher need to 
make when choosing videos or other authentic 
texts from the internet? 

 

3) How might listening activities differ in a 
multiskills course? (Which skills first?) 

 

4) What advantages might there be to teaching 
listening in a content-based course? 
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